This cost-effective collection contains more than 15,000* e-books chosen to support a quality learning experience for K-8 students across all subject areas taught in elementary and middle schools. It’s an effective way to provide educators with full-text e-book coverage to support their curricula and complement other elementary and middle school e-book and database resources.

*Total e-books vary by region; please contact us for a title list.

Support K-8 Curricula and Educators Across a Wide Variety of Subjects

EBSCO eBooks™
K-8 E-Book Subscription Collection

Why Subscribe to EBSCO eBooks:

1. Low Price for a Large Volume of Popular E-Books for Kids and Pre-Teens
2. Curated by EBSCO Collection Development Librarians
3. Unlimited-User Access with No Turnaways
4. New E-Books Added Regularly at No Additional Cost
5. Mobile-Ready Format Supports 1:1 Initiatives and Blended Learning Programs
6. Complimentary MARC Records
7. Support Acquisition Decisions with Access to Usage Data and Reports

Please note:
Titles align with Common Core Curriculum Standards (for participating U.S. states).

Flip over or scroll down to see some popular e-books included in the collection.
Gain Access to E-Books Across Many Topics Including:

- Agriculture
- American History
- Anthropology
- Education
- Geography
- History of the Americas
- Language
- Leisure
- Literature
- Recreation
- Science
- Technology

Top Trade, Educational Publishers, and Leading Professional Organizations Including:

- Brill Academic Publishers
- Harvard University Press
- Indiana University Press
- Oxford University Press USA
- Rutgers University Press
- Sage Publications, Ltd.
- State University of New York Press
- Taylor & Francis

Popular Titles Included in the K-8 E-Book Subscription Collection:

1. Alfred and the Dangerous Stranger
2. Art in Different Places
3. Big Data and Privacy Rights
4. Cause & Effect
5. Chester Nez and the Unbreakable Code
6. Chinese Myths and Legends
7. Dolores Huerta Stands Strong
8. Environmental Engineering in the Real World
9. Examining Cells
10. Fault Lines & Tectonic Plates
11. Go, New York, Go!
12. International Space Station: The Science Lab in Space
13. Jane Austen for Kids
14. Planetary Science
15. Poetry for Kids
16. Ronnie Faces His Fears
17. Saving the Great Barrier Reef
18. Science Educator and Advocate Bill Nye
19. The Anne of Greene Gables Collection
20. The Ghosts of Largo Bay
21. The Nutcracker and Other Seasonal Tales
22. The Science of Science Fiction
23. The Unexpected Life of Oliver Cromwell Pitts
24. The Wonderful Baron Doppelganger Device
25. You Belong Here

For a complete title list, please contact an EBSCO representative.

You May Also be Interested in:
EBSCO Audiobooks

Audiobooks enable young listeners and reluctant readers to experience stories or subjects they might not otherwise attempt in print.

Ask your EBSCO representative about EBSCO Audiobooks.